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 It's a very fun game with a lot of challenges to keep you interested. Basic Rules: •Only move if you're in the court. •You can
choose to play in both courts of the same side. •You have to pass to a player that is on court. The theme of the game is

somewhat similar to that of the "Classic Manager" game, with some changes. •No Super Serve (Super serve is defined in the
rules). •No Hit and Run (Hit and run is defined in the rules). •When you serve, you have to serve in a random fashion. •When
you change the player's position, you must replace him/her. There are two difficulties, Hard and Easy. Difficulties •Brake - If
you are in the black court, you need to press the "A" button when you're next to the player. This can be very stressful, because

you have to think about when you need to brake. You can brake as soon as you are to the back court or you can brake when you
are within reach of the court (this is a mistake). •Intense - You have to choose between serving or hitting. While in a match you
can serve or hit, when you are in practice you can serve only. •Warm Up - You cannot change positions of the player when you
are in warm up mode. •Counter Attack - This game has more chances of your opponent returning a shot. You have the "classic"

and "classic quick time", which is exactly the same as "Classic Manager", but in Classic you can use the coach's move, and in
Classic Quick you can't. You also have two sets of Player and Coaches: "Player 1" and "Player 2". There are two Coaches with

the same moves, and you can choose to play with "Player 1" or "Player 2". Finally, in Super Tennis you have a little more
freedom. You don't have the coach's move, but you can choose to serve from the back of the court or from the front. You can

use as many players as you want, and you can move any player to any position you want, although you can only move one player
at a time. You have the normal modes of play, Single and Doubles, with three different 82157476af
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